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Air dominance, according to Giulio Douhet, “means to be in a position to prevent the en-
emy from flying while retaining the ability to fly oneself.”1

The perfectioning of aircraft, and the technologies derived from them, has led to the 
understanding that airpower encompasses a broad spectrum, not just in the aerial envi-

ronment, but also in space, since space can be exploited “by means of intercontinental ballistic 
missiles or through the use of space with the deployment of satellites.”2

Furthermore, the necessity for effective dominance in the air requires that airpower not solely 
be identified by air and space platforms but also by its essential support elements. These include 
structures such as aerodromes and maintenance hangars; and organizations to provide surveil-
lance, communications, command and control, research and development (R&D), whether 
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through the defense industry, or military and civilian higher learning institutions, and civil avia-
tion, all of which contribute to advancements in the field and specialized human resources.3

Airpower, in short, is the projection of national power4 through the use of air and space, whether 
as an instrument of political and military action or “for social and economic development, with the 
goal of reaching and maintaining national objectives.”5 However, in order to narrow the scope of 
this article, airpower will only be considered to consist of the resources needed to project power 
over an opponent, with the goal of gaining and maintaining dominion over the air environment; 
i.e., the of military aircraft that compose the Air Force and the aeronautical industry that supports 
them.

Although many aircraft fulfill the basic tasks6 required of the Brazilian Air Force (FAB), in its 
current inventory air superiority7 is only supported by the F-5E/F Tiger II aircraft (manufactured 
by the North American firm Northrop) and the A-1 aircraft (joint design and manufacture by Bra-
zil and Italy), due to their operational performance (speed and weaponry), range, penetration, 
flexibility and versatility,8 making them the “spearhead” of Brazilian airpower. 

The F-5E/F aircraft arrived in Brazil at three different stages: 1975, 1988, and 2008, acquired 
from the manufacturer (new), from the United States Air Force (used), and from the Jordanian 
Air Force (used), respectively. The average age of these aircraft is more than 40 years.9 As for the 
A-1, they were incorporated into the FAB beginning in 1990, all procured new, and thus have an 
operational age of 28 years.

Throughout 2024, the FAB will be receiving 36 new Saab Gripen NG airplanes. The Swedish 
multi-use fighter is a supersonic single-motor model designed for air-air, air-sea, and air-ground 
missions under any weather condition. According to the FAB, in strategic terms, the Gripen NG 
opens the possibility of Brazilian participation as a partner in high-tech programs, with repercus-
sions for Brazil’s national defense industry.10

In considering, therefore, the current stock of FAB aircraft that have the capability to project 
airpower, as well as the incorporation of new fighter planes in the near future, one questions to 
what point will this serve to prepare the FAB to be able to confront a profound change in the 
profile of conflicts we’ve been experiencing since the end of the Cold War (1947–1991). In this 
new environment, traditional air platforms (such as the F5E/F and A-1) may possibly need to be 
replaced with others better adapted to the demands of a new model of war. However, will the 
Brazilian defense industry, especially its aeronautical industry, have the training or grasp on tech-
nology to potentially affect these changes?

The two FAB aircraft cited (F-5 and A-1) underwent a modernization process to improve their 
operational capabilities. But, did these improvements ready them to be deployed in scenarios in 
which a new kind of war prevails? Regarding the modernization of the F-5 and some of the A-1 
aircraft (modernization program is still in process), a “baroque technical change” was effected, 
where no major technological break-through focused on future necessity was accomplished, only a 
technical improvement in performance.11

The plans that are currently guiding actions in the aeronautics field (among them the modern-
ization of airplanes) have their sights on the execution of FAB’s main constitutional mission and 
are strategic in nature, comprised of a systematic process of development and implementation of 
plans to reach desired objectives within feasible scenarios.12 Planning factors must be considered 
for the preparation and use of airpower, in particular the definition of the type of future conflict 
mostly likely to occur. A case can be made that future wars, or derivations (armed conflicts, insur-
gencies, asymmetrical wars, irregular wars), will occur within parameters totally different from the 
traditional conflicts of the past, i.e., state versus state, each applying massive application of national 
power, as took place in World War II.

The glossary of the Brazilian Defense Ministry defines war, in the classic concept, as a “conflict, 
usually between States, involving the use of their armed forces. It is triggered by declaration and in 
accordance with International Law.”13 However, the same book includes another 46 types of war, 
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opening the classic concept to conflicts beyond those of a traditional nature, whether in terms of 
geographic area, the actors involved, the weapons utilized, the tactics, or even the motives of the 
belligerants.14 Thus, in the face of the multiplicity of types of wars that may occur in the future, the 
challenges of being able to obtain and deploy, in a timely manner, the technology needed to pre-
pare and employ national airpower to conquer and maintain air dominance are already being ar-
ticulated.

This article’s objective is to discuss the transformations occurring in war and its derivatives, as 
well as their implications for the preparation and use of Brazilian airpower. The article is divided 
into five parts. After this brief introduction, the second part presents arguments regarding the 
changes that have occurred in the concepts of war, which, breaking from the paradigm of state 
against state, point to geographically uncertain armed conflict environments with not readily iden-
tifiable opponents, making it difficult for the proper scaling of airpower. The third part will discuss 
the concept of generational wars as a mechanism for understanding the fourth-generation war. 
The fourth part presents the generational evolution of military aircraft and their adequacy for fu-
ture wars. And, finally, the fifth part presents our final considerations.

Modifications in the War Scenario

On 11 September, 2001 the greatest military power at the time was attacked on its own soil, causing 
the death of 3,071 people, when the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center (civilian target) in 
New York, the Pentagon (military target) in Washington, and the downing of a commercial Boeing 
757 airplane, were strategic targets for terrorists.15

In contrast to this attack on North American soil, it should be mentioned that on 7 December, 
1941, a United States aircraft squadron in the Pacific was the target of a Japanese attack at the air 
base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, killing 3,303 people and wounding another 1,272, all being targets 
of military nature.16

The difference between the two attacks is that, in the first case, the enemy was not immediately 
identified, clearly nor objectively, nor his origin known, as both military and civilian targets had 
been attacked. In the second case, it was immediately confirmed that Japan had committed an act 
of war, with a typical military target. 

In the first case, through analysis by the United States intelligence sector, the enemy was later 
identified as a nonstate opponent (al–Qaeda terrorists), therefore, diffused and unknown. In the 
second case, the opponent was identified, of course, as a belligerent state, perfectly defined geo-
graphically, acting within a geopolitical concept known at that time, which drew the United States 
into the WWII.

As a historical framework, after 1945 the world observed a new division of power which rede-
fined the areas of interest of the major international actors (United States, Soviet Union–now Rus-
sia, England, France and China). Within this new framework, regional instabilities exploded, leav-
ing doubts that world peace had been achieved with the end of WWII. On the other hand, those 
new conflicts also came to represent a new nature of war.

In the period after WWII until the beginning of the twenty first century, the occurrence of more 
than 80 wars of asymmetrical nature were observed; in the 1990s, 96 percent of the conflicts were 
of asymmetrical nature. In the two-year period between 1999 and 2000, more than 50 incidents of 
non-conventional war took place.17

Have the types of wars changed, or are asymmetrical wars simply displaying different ways of ap-
plying firepower in order to win desired objectives (political or ideological, for example)? Taking 
into account that in any armed conflict there are points in common, further inquiry is in order.

First, we can cite Clausewitz, for whom war was neither art nor science—nor even a chameleon 
that adapts its nature–but a group of tendencies toward violence, hatred, and animosity.18 On the 
other hand, Sun Tzu tried to explain war by its dynamics, emphasizing being careful with the mo-
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bility and flexibility of military forces. He compared their movements, for example, with the move-
ment of water. Sun Tzu proposed that forces should exploit the weaknesses of the enemy, while 
avoiding their strong points.19

With regard to classic strategic thought about war, exemplified by the two prior citations, a com-
mon point of convergence can be observed regarding their interpretation: combatant forces 
should structure themselves in order to exploit the weaknesses of the opponent—that is, they 
should seek in battle an asymmetrical force effect, in order to reach military supremacy. 

The term asymmetrical war or asymmetry of war is associated with irregular warfare, i.e., to use 
unconventional means of confronting military forces. Asymmetry in war, or asymmetrical war, is 
not a recent term, or an innovative operational dynamic of military forces, since, to a greater or 
lesser extent, it has been present throughout conventional wars throughout history.

However, “asymmetrical,” as an adjective, has come to mean that which is innovative in terms of 
obtaining political objectives by force. Thus, asymmetrical conflict, strategy, crisis, or war have been 
utilized greatly to describe, for example, cyberattacks, or even the combined utilization of para-
military forces with conventional means.

Taking for example the 11 September, 2001 terrorist attack on the Twin Towers in New York, 
the fact is that current asymmetrical war is not confined to a defined territory, but it encompasses 
the whole planet, with repercussions on points of view regarding war, economics, politics and 
psychology.20 Historically, the term asymmetry or asymmetrical conflict received emphasis in the arti-
cle “Why Big Nations Lose Small Wars” written by Andrew JR Mack, when it established that asym-
metrical war would be a conflict with a great disparity of forces, in quantities or qualities of tech-
nologies of equipment and weapons utilized, as well as with regard to the economic imbalance of 
rival powers.21 In general, the subject of asymmetrical war became more widely used in the frame-
work of military planning in the period after the Cold War, which culminated with the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, when the United States was considered the only superpower (military, economic, 
and technological) on the planet.

Since then, there has been no room for large-scale wars and the true power to attain political 
objectives (internal and external) came to be through states’ regional economic power. This ex-
plains how regional antagonisms gave origin to the outbreak of limited scope conflicts, between 
actors with military (or nonmilitary) power, that were economically and/or technologically imbal-
anced, which made the perfect environment for application of asymmetrical actions. Montgomery 
Meigs describes asymmetry as an “unorthodox way to apply a capability that follows no rules and is 
disturbingly peculiar”.22

In Brazilian Armed Forces doctrine, the concept of asymmetrical war is a “conflict characterized 
by the use of non-conventional means against the opponent, usually by the side weaker in combat 
assets.” In other words, “the armed conflict that sets against one another two military powers who 
have between them marked differences in capacities and possibilities.” Such understandings seek 
to characterize asymmetrical war, in short, as a “confrontation between a certain party and another 
with crushing superior military power over the first”, underscoring, finally, that “the weaker party 
largely adopts tactics, techniques, and procedures typical of irregular war.”23

The definition of asymmetrical war merits careful interpretation when facing current conflicts 
and threats, highlighting the terms: “conflict,” “opponent,” “combat,” “armed conflict,” “military 
power,” and “party.” This because the concept characterizes asymmetrical war in an operative envi-
ronment of combat, which, as seen until now, may present itself in diffused environments and 
outside of an operational military context, within or outside Brazilian borders. It is appropriate to 
add the reflection of Meigs, regarding idiosyncratic attacks, for which “operational asymmetry is 
important when it is used for military capacities,” but the author adds that “the current threat of 
terrorism and the types of operations we can expect from terror networks in the future derive from 
the idiosyncratic use not only of military but also non-military capacities.”24 These changes in war 
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can be explained from the analysis of the evolution of wars throughout time, incorporating the 
concept of generational wars.

Generational Wars

Considering the evolution of wars in the modern era, we are witnessing, at the beginning of the 
twenty first century, fourth-generation wars, which have important similarities with the characteris-
tics of asymmetrical wars. Fourth-generation wars are under the mantle of the information technol-
ogy and globalized communications era. They present elements that differentiate them from other 
generations of war and can also be associated with asymmetrical war and terrorism, taking place 
within or outside the sovereign dominions of a state.

First-generation wars would be those that took place from the end of the Thirty Years’ War 
(1648), up to the Napoleonic wars, in the preindustrial period. Such wars were characterized by 
linear combats and closed formation of the troops, as if they were military parades. The value of 
troops was not measured by initiative or the freedom of movements but by discipline and rigid 
obedience to the orders from superiors. This is because the battle plans, described earlier, were to 
be faithfully followed, since there was no real-time vision of the battle and communications were 
precarious, not allowing for coordinated tactical changes.25

Second-generation wars would be those marked by the industrial era, in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, which allowed the use of new and powerful wartime inventions, where “mas-
sive destruction became the central principle of the war.”26 The use of the defensive Maginot 
Line27 of 1940 and the attack on the allied troops at Monte Cassino28 in 1944, are examples of this 
type of war, where they resorted to synchronized firing and rigid discipline of movement.

For third-generation wars, there was a search for the neutralization of the enemy through iden-
tification of weak points, with the end goal of cancelling out the enemy’s ability to operate, without 
total physical destruction. An example would be the development of the “lightening war” (Blitz-
krieg) by the German army in WWII. It was not based on firepower, but rather on speed and sur-
prise. This generation of war is identified by psychological warfare and infiltration on the enemy’s 
home front, which exploited freedom of action, initiative, flexible thinking, tactical discernment, 
sense of opportunity, and decision-making capability.29 The main tactic in third generational wars 
consisted of “pass and provoke collapse,”30 in place of “get close and destroy”31 the enemy; and they 
were not linear.

Fourth-generation wars, in addition to what has already been mentioned, have as their main 
characteristics the change in focus from the front line of the enemy army toward the enemy’s 
population; elevated costs for the state to prevent and oppose it; the use of small independent 
troop formations acting with initiative and freedom; the use of the combat power of the enemy 
against themselves, and prioritizing psychological manipulations and objectives to the detriment of 
physical objectives.32 Fourth-generation wars, present or future, are characterized not by changes 
in how the enemy fights but rather by who will be in combat in order to achieve the objective.33

The current vision of the FAB also confirms a new generation of war, characterized by asym-
metrical threats to airpower, stating in the document titled “Strategic Conceptualization, Air Force 
100 (DCA 11- 45),” that “traditional threats derived from confrontations between nations are be-
coming more rare,” and underscores the strategic understanding that, for the preparation and use 
of air power, “the forms of conflict, or even of war have undergone major modifications,” taking 
into account that “new transnational threats, cyber terrorism among others, appear as more pal-
pable challenges in the future we can glimpse.”34

In a recent publication regarding defense scenarios for the period between 2020 and 2039, the 
Brazilian Ministry of Defense pointed out that there will be continued conventional conflicts, with an 
increase in asymmetrical or hybrid conflicts. Insurgent groups, terrorists, or criminal organizations will 
tend to continue conventional conflicts along the path of irregular war or might change direction, 
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mainly in urban areas, by mixing with the population, assuring the anonymity of “human shields;” and 
will try to take advantage of “logistics for the use of the civilian infrastructure” and use of civilian com-
munications such as “mobile devices and the Internet.”35

Therefore, fourth generation wars emphasize the existence of asymmetrical conflicts, based on 
the irregularity of their actions. However, it is appropriate to point out Alessandro Visacro’s obser-
vation on the skepticism among current military professionals about their preparedness to fight in 
a fourth-generation war. For Visacro, military professionals, in view of their orthodox education 
and skepticism regarding asymmetrical conflicts, “are soldiers from a second-generation war and 
in few armies the third-generation mentality predominates, leaving an even lower number of those 
with the aptitude for a fourth-generation war.”36

As for the definition of asymmetrical war, we can also state that this is distinguished from con-
ventional conflicts by the types of tactical engagements with the enemy and the strategies used to 
achieve desired effects. Thus, while a conventional conflict (first-through third- generation wars) 
seeks a change in the policies and forms of a government’s behaviors by coercive action upon its 
leaders or military victory over its armed forces, asymmetrical war has as its objective the destruc-
tion of a group, government, or ideology by the manipulation (psychological) of public opinion, 
usually adopted as a center of gravity (CG).37 Unlike conflicts of a conventional nature, the priority 
of asymmetrical conflict is not direct combat with opposing military forces but rather utilizing the 
benefits of asymmetry, taking advantage of the capability of counter forces available to engage the 
enemy’s population. We can cite the example, once more, of the terrorist attack on 11 September, 
2001 on North American soil. 

Asymmetrical (and irregular) conflict presents itself, almost always, as insurgency,38 counterin-
surgency,39 terrorism,40 and counterterrorism, possibly coexisting with conventional conflict. This 
is because the nature of the conflict can transform from conventional to irregular if the armed 
solution for the crisis expands, giving rise to another kind of irregular conflict, the war of resis-
tance.41

Returning to the subject of this article and remembering Meig’s words (2004) regarding the 
unorthodox form in which irregular combatants apply their capabilities: not following the rules, 
being disturbingly peculiar, and so forth, one can conclude that airpower characteristics (speed, 
range, flexibility, mobility, penetration and quick response) aligns with possible application in 
those conflicts. On the other hand, being unable to foresee the enemy’s actions in an asymmetrical 
war, airpower could be used to primarily to obtain data on the opponent, learning their political, 
social, military, and economic situation in a specific region, in addition to defining relevant popula-
tions, which would allow the effectiveness of friendly military operations.

The collection of information, through acts of surveillance and control of air space42 and the 
reconnaissance (air43 or armed44), executed by manned or unmanned aircraft, as well as the pos-
sibility of obtaining precise locations, gives commanders a huge gain in situational awareness that 
can be used in the “process of selection of weapon and targets.”45 Due to the geographic environ-
ment in which the asymmetrical war would probably unfold (i.e., near a target population), an air 
offensive would necessitate the use of precision-guided weapons, as collateral damages puts the 
local population, and consequently the support they may give, at risk. The range of actions of the 
air force in asymmetrical conflicts essentially encompasses not only air control, but also close air 
support46 and interdiction47, with the possibility of using both manned or unmanned aircraft 
(ARP)48 for carrying out such missions.

Unmentioned is the necessity for air superiority in an asymmetrical conflict because, as a gen-
eral rule, the opponent would have no offensive aircraft, although such capability should not be 
dismissed. A case in point was the use of civilian aircraft for the terrorist attack on the World Trade 
Center on the 11 of September of 2001.

Thus, it is evident that aircraft (manned or unmanned) operating alone or in a network, with 
the capability to carry out multiple activities, such as the collection of information, selection and 
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ability to reach targets with precision and minimal collateral effects, and ability to provide battle-
field interdiction and ground troop support are essential. Therefore, it is important to know the 
generational evolution of aircraft until now.

Generations of Military Aircraft

Throughout military aviation history, fighter planes have undergone technological advances cate-
gorized by generations, according to the classification of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO).49 This categorization has applied only to fighter planes, emphasizing generational 
changes in speed, range, flexibility and versatility, mobility, penetration, and quick response,50 evo-
lutionary changes motivated by the strategic objectives of the most influential countries after WWII.

In accordance with NATO classification, first-generation aircraft were those used during the Korean 
War (mid-1950s). Airplanes lacking radar, subsonic speeds, and weapons consisting of freefall bombs 
and machine guns or guns with front sight, represented this generation of aircraft. Examples of this 
generation are the MiG-15, 17, and the Gloster Meteore F-86.

Second-generation aircraft are represented by fighters manufactured between 1955 and 1960, 
having as their main features supersonic flight at great altitudes for interception, equipped with 
search radar and the first heat-guided missiles. Among the examples figure the F-104, F-105, F-106, 
MiG-19, Mirage III, MiG-21, and the English Electric Lightning.

Third-generation aircraft entered service at the beginning of the 1960s, improving upon the 
features of the prior generation with more advanced aerodynamics and incorporating electronic 
systems. The F-4 Phantom, F-5 Tiger II, MiG-23, MiG-25, Mirage F1, and Saab Viggen are examples.

Fourth-generation aircraft introduced microelectronics available in the 1970s and 1980s, which 
made advanced avionics possible, such as fly-by-wire controls and cockpit hands on throttle and 
stick (HOTAS),52 in the F-14, F-15, F-16, F-18, MiG-29, MiG-31, Su-27, Mirage 2000, Tornado, and 
Saab Gripen (JAS 39). This generation of aircraft made possible taking combat beyond visual 
range, having incorporated beyond visual range (BVR) type missiles.53

Generation 4.5, which arose at the end of the 1980s and throughout the 1990s, improved radar 
and introduced digital technology in avionics but few improvements in aerodynamics. Examples of 
this generation of airplanes include the F/A-18E SuperHornet, Sukhoi Su-30/35, and the Euro-
fighter Typhoon.54

Fifth-generation fighters introduced aerodynamic changes to divert and absorb electromag-
netic waves, with weapons stored inside the fuselage, making these aircraft difficult to detect by 
radar (stealth technology).55 In this class are the Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor (USA), the F-35 
Lighting (USA), Sukhoi SU-57 PAK FA (Russia), Chengdu J-20 (China), and Shenyang J-31 
(China).56

According to this classification, we can consider the Brazilian F-5E/F updated airplanes as being 
fourth-generation. The a forementioned A-1 airplanes can become fourth-generation as well, if 
their systems are retrofitted with microelectronics and HOTAS technology. 

However, Brazilian airpower, especially in asymmetrical conflict scenarios which involves oppo-
nents that are abstract, diffuse, and uncertain, within or outside the national territory, must include 
manned and unmanned aircraft capable of carrying out, alone or in a network, a varied range of 
missions. That is, they must be capable of identifying, analyzing, designating the appropriate weap-
ons, and eliminating the threat in a single mission, preferably with stealth. Thus, it seems reason-
able that the features of airpower enumerated in the basic doctrine of the Brazilian Air Force, 
should begin to consider stealth as a feature that should be pursued, since it will greatly influence 
the survival of multimission platforms.

In addition to stealth technology, there is also “furtive technology”. The term “furtive technol-
ogy” implies the incorporation of “multispectrum discretion” into aircraft platforms, in order to 
improve evasion of radar detection. Thus, it is important to understand that the technology is not 
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about “furtiveness,” but rather “multispectral discretion.” Furtiveness can be attained through syn-
chronized use of technical and operational capabilities, with the objective of hiding the operation 
of an aircraft in a way that increases its possibility of survival in a mission.

Of note, a 5th-generation aircraft can incorporate multispectral discretion technology (stealth 
technology), and still not have furtiveness. Case in point is the downing of an American F-117A 
Nighthawk57 in the former territory of Yugoslavia, on 27 March, 1999, during the war in Kosovo. In 
a scenario typical of irregular war, the aircraft, symbol of stealth technology, was attacked by a sur-
face-to-air missile (SAM) SA-3 Goa58 belonging to the Serbian anti-aircraft defenses.

Among the possibilities by which the F-117A was shot down, the most probable were that “the 
F-117A were designed to be ‘invisible’ to modern radar, but not against the old long wave radars, 
such as the SA-3”; or that “the same route was used various times by the F-117A and could be seen 
visually.”59 In summary, there was stealth technology on board but not furtiveness in the operation 
of the airplane.

It would be reasonable to believe that multispectral discretion technology would not be neces-
sary in an asymmetrical war environment, considering that the opponent would not have means of 
detection that would dictate the the use of stealth aircraft. However, due to the inherent uncer-
tainty of the operational environment and the possibility of an opponent being able to gain access 
to such technology, multispectral discretion, together with operational intelligence,60 could repre-
sent the difference between succesful or unsuccesful use of airpower in this environment.

It is timely to point out that the Gripen NG fighter plane that will be incorporated in the FAB 
inventory can be characterized as a fourth-generation plus multimission aircraft, since it incorpo-
rates elements typical of that generation, in addition to an increased operational range, a greater 
capacity for useful cargo (allowing it to be armed with a great variety of weapons) and network-
centered war (NCW) capabilities, compatible with Empresa Brasileña de Aeronáutica SA (Embraer) 
E-99 Erieye61 aircraft. Despite this, the future Gripen NG will not be considered as fifth-generation 
since they do not incorporate stealth technology. On the other hand, the Gripen NG62 can obtain 
proper furtiveness in their missions by using appropriate tactics. As it stands, the F-5E/F and A-1 
aircraft are not multimission airplanes, since the F-5, even after the modernization process, re-
mains a defensive aircraft and the A-1 remains as an attack/reconnaissance aircraft, as defined by 
FAB doctrine.

In Brazil’s case, is important to point out the geographic challenges the F-5 and A-1 aircraft 
face fulfilling the Brazilian Air Force’s mission “to maintain the sovereignty of national air 
space”.63 The air space for FAB activity comprises 8,538,000 km², with an economic zone of 
3,539,919 km² and under international agreements, 9,922,081 km² of ocean, for a total of 
22,000,000 km², known as “Dimension 22.”64

The sophistication of future military aeronautical assets, in the face of future possible scenarios and 
Brazil’s geographical challenges, require an industrial support base aligned with these new challenges, 
since “air power is the result of technology”.65 Due to the lack of national industrial and logistical sup-
port, adapted to meet the future asymmetrical war needs of the FAB, the Brazilian Defense Ministry 
considers the “technological dependency” on the industrial base to be a threat until 2039. This is be-
cause “the pace of Brazilian technological development will not be sufficient to eliminate external 
dependence” in order to meet the “ability of the Armed Forces to counter intermediate powers, in 
eventual conflicts.”66

The “threat” brought by having an external “technological dependence” raises the question as to 
whether the national aeronautical industry should be able to provide technology independently or 
autonomously. According to Idelniza Moreira de Miranda, the aeronautical industry, unlike other in-
dustries, is not under the complete dominion of any country that manufactures aircraft. Therefore, 
the national aeronautical industry must often seek technological alliances in various parts of the globe 
to support multimission aircraft, or, must adapt to provide logistics and technologies via alliances.67 

Antonio Viana Matias, notes that, with regards to supply chain management, the economic scenario 
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for companies involved in such an endeaver would be a competitive and unstable environment, based 
on “global markets, very tenuous borders, variable and restricted demand, financial costs and expen-
sive materials, untrustworthy forecasts, shorter product life cycle, constant technological innovations, 
economic uncertainties, among other variables.”68 Such behavior in alliance dependent logistics and 
technologies is already evident in Brazil’s national aeronautical industry. For example, the future 
Gripen NG aircraft for the FAB is presented as a “multinational fighter” since it involves the participa-
tion of six countries (Brazil, Sweden, Israel, South Africa, United States, and a European provider) in 
its development, production and acquisition.69 

The aeronautics industry, therefore, is structured along global supply chains, with the consequen-
tial loss of independence in some sectors, in order to achieve better economic efficiencies. This is the 
case with Embraer, “anchor” firm in the aeronautics industrial segment in Brazil, which, since its priva-
tization in 1994, with its “strategic alliances” has reached third place in the production and commer-
cialization of commercial and military aircraft market.70

Thus, it seems more appropriate to understand that the aeronautical industry, especially in the de-
fense sector, both currently and in the future, must pursue obtaining technological and operational 
autonomy, but not full independence (utopia). It should be autonomous, and be able to decide who 
to choose as its economic, technical and logistical partners. It is in this multiplicity of partners where 
the development of future of multimedia platforms resides, with advanced technologies capable of 
operating in irregular wars.

Final Considerations
This article presented the changes that have occurred in warfare throughout history, the concept 

of generational wars, the generational evolution of military aircraft, the repercussions posed for Brazil-
ian air power by the transformations that have taken place, the multiplicity of wars that may occur in 
the future, and the challenges of adapting to new technological requirements. Regarding the genera-
tional evolution of military aircraft, specifically fighter planes, this article discussed how the competi-
tive nature of States, striving to achieve their geopolitical objectives, has served to drive innovative 
technological changes. These changes have driven the development of next-generation, furtive 
manned and unmanned aircraft with the ability to carry out, alone or within a network, a varied range 
of missions; and the capability to identify, analyze, select proper weaponry, and eliminate threats.

Although the FAB has not added new fighter planes to its inventory since the acquisition of the F-5 
in the 1970s and the A-1 in the 1990s, its new initiative to acquire the Gripen NG will add multi-misson 
aircraft to its inventory. The Gripen NG, despite not having an effective stealth capability, can attain an 
appropriate furtive effect if used in networked operations. However, until then, the FAB does not have 
the multimission aircraft to be the “spearhead” in today’s and future modern wars, and is not up to the 
challenges posed by unidentifiable opponents in an uncertain geographical environment—typical 
elements of asymmetrical conflicts. This is further aggravated by the immense “Dimension 22” geo-
graphical area in which Brazilian national airpower needs to operate.

Another area of concern is the fragile logistical-industrial support base for the FAB’s current and 
future air assets, as the national defense industry is now and may still be dependent on non-native 
technology until 2039, according to the Brazilian Defense Ministry’s threat assessment in the “Defense 
Scenario” document for the 2020–2039 timeframe. In order to avoid this threat, it is pertinent to seek 
not full technological independence but rather the autonomy to decide who our economic, techno-
logical, and logistical, partners will be. This is evident in current vanguard aeronautics technology, 
which instead of being attritubuted to any one country, relies on the participation of various compa-
nies with specific knowledge in the design and fabrication of multi-mission fifth-generation aircraft.

At the heart of making airpower adequate to face asymmetrical wars, the defense aeronautical in-
dustry must take into account presently, and in the future, the development, fabrication, and support 
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of new aircraft/platforms that meet operational demands and can operate in the vast geopolitical ar-
eas that encompasses Brazil. The defense aeronautical industry must take a proactive stance, based on 
pertinent public policies, taking advantage of R&D of technological advances, as well as the required 
support for provisioning and maintenance. q
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